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Dynamics of vertically vibrated two-dimensional granular layers

A. Alexeev, V. Royzen, V. Dudko, A. Goldshtein, and M. Shapiro*
Laboratory of Transport Processes in Porous Materials, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Technion–Israel Institute of Technology,

Haifa, Israel
~Received 22 December 1997; revised manuscript received 20 July 1998!

Vibrational motion and dynamics of two-dimensional layers composed of identical inelastic solid disks are
investigated experimentally and characterized in terms of the dimensionless acceleration. Several vibrational
regimes with different degrees of vibrofluidization are studied by means of the layers’ videorecordings and
tracking the motion of one larger disk immersed into each bed of smaller particles. It is shown that depending
on the vibrational acceleration, the larger disk either ultimately rises on top of the layer or vigorously moves
throughout it, thereby indicating possibilities for efficient mixing. In a certain narrow range of the vibrational
acceleration the layer is observed to repack and move as a single block. This acceleration range is well
described by the model of an absolutely plastic body moving above a vibrated plate. Small deviations from this
acceleration range lead to a significant layer expansion and distortion of its upper surface due to transverse
waves. The vibrofluidization regimes are also characterized by measuring the force acting on the vessel’s
bottom and the time of its contact with the layer. The propagation speed of the compression-expansion waves
is estimated and found consistent with the predictions of our earlier semiempirical and analytical models.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Moving granular materials are widely met in nature a
technology@1#. The unusual cumulative properties of nonc
hesive flowing granules have attracted a lot of interest
recent years@2#. These materials flow like fluids, if externa
energy is continuously supplied, for example, by shearing
shaking. In other circumstances granular materials beh
like solids.

This study is concerned with granular layers moving in
vertically vibrated container. Depending on the vibration p
rameters and the granular properties, such vibrated la
may move either as a single block or may show a variety
fluidlike phenomena such as surface waves@3–5#, convec-
tion @6#, transverse waves@7#, and shock-expansion wave
@8#. Vibrated granular layers were studied rather extensiv
in several works@3–8#, aimed at investigating their basi
physical behavior, as well as industrial applications@9–13#,
such as vibrotransport@12# and vibromixing@9#.

In most vibrational regimes, achievable in commercia
available vibrational stands, granular layers move as sin
solid bodies, which collide with the vessel as absolutely pl
tic blocks. This was observed even for layers composed
particles with very high restitution coefficient~up to 0.95!
@10#, because the granules rapidly lose kinetic energy of th
random motion in the course of collisions. Only shallow la
ers @where the particles form not more that 6 monolay
~ML !# can be vibrofluidized to a significant measure, allo
ing implementation in technology@10#. However, even when
the particles are vibrated seemingly as one solid block, t
relative motion along closed loops can also be observed@6#.
Yet the overall layer behavior can satisfactorily be describ
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using the purely kinematic model of an absolutely plas
single block~see below!.

The physical principles of vibrofluidization of thick
granular layers have recently been described in@9#. It has
been shown that by choosing appropriate vibrational
gimes, one can increase the layer porosity even when
particles’ restitution coefficient is low. Sometimes, such e
panded layers still move in a way close to the predictions
the plastic body model~PBM!. In fact, this model had been
used as a zero-order approximation in a more general hy
dynamic description of compression-expansion waves pro
gating in slightly vibrofluidized granular materials@8#. How-
ever, when the granular layers are strongly vibrofluidiz
the particles’ motion is very complicated and differs signi
cantly from the PBM predictions@5,9#.

In the majority of works devoted to vibrofluidization, th
layer behavior is characterized by kinematic paramet
such as the particle’s relative positions and velocities@3–8#,
the contact time between the layer and the vessel’s bott
and its free-flight duration@3,7,11#. The dynamic layer-
vessel interactions, both during the layer motion as a sin
block and in the vibrofluidized regimes, remain unstudie
The present paper is aimed at bridging this gap. We pre
experimental data on the forces acting upon the bottom
the vibrating vessel and the work~power! produced on the
various layers of inelastically colliding granules.

Measurements of dynamic interactions between the
brated granules and the vessel are important in design
vibrational machines~e.g., vibromixers!, in particular, in cal-
culation of the load exerted by the granules on the ves
choice of the motor power, calculation of the kinematic p
rameters of the vibrostand under the load, etc. Knowledg
the forces applied to the vessel together with its displacem
allows us to calculate the power supplied to the granu
material. Moreover, these measurements are the most e
tive way to determine several kinematic parameters cha
:
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terizing the layer motion. For example, an efficient way
accurately measure the time of contact between the ve
and the granular material is to measure the duration of
layer’s free flight, during which the vessel is unloaded.

Another objective of this investigation is to delineate t
applicability of the PBM for characterization of the lay
motion, and experimentally identify~by means of the dy-
namic parameters! those vibrational regimes for which thi
model is inapplicable. According to the PBM, a granu
layer upon touching the vessel instantaneously obtains
velocity. From this moment on and until the detachment,
layer and the vessel have equal velocities without rebou
This time period is called contact time. The layer detachm
from the vessel occurs when its accelerationa, is less than
the gravitational acceleration,g, i.e., a,2g. The time pe-
riod when the layer freely moves under the action of
gravity force only is called free-flight time. As a model o
vibrated layer motion, the PBM does not contain fitting p
rameters. All vibrational regimes may be characterized b
single dimensionless parameter, namely, dimension
maximal vibrational accelerationG5A(2p f )2/g, whereA
and f are the vibrational amplitude and frequency, resp
tively.

This PBM had been used by mechanical engineers
more than four decades in different modifications@11,12#. It
was generalized to a wider class of the so-called single b
models which include the layer’s viscoelastic impact~vis-
coelastic model! and air drag force. These modifications r
quire additional coefficients~the drag and damping coeffi
cients, etc.!, which cannot be calculateda priori but rather
found from experiments. Different single body models we
tested experimentally wherein the corresponding coefficie
served as fitting parameters rather than physical prope
@11,12#.

In spite of its mathematical simplicity, the PBM som
times gives the right order of magnitudes of the layer kin
matic parameters. Accordingly, it is widely used for practic
@12,13# and scientific purposes. In particular, it allows us
describe in terms of parameterG several processes, includin
the transition between different modes of convective fl
patterns@6#, surface standing waves@3,4#, the appearance o
transverse waves@7#, etc. However,G cannot always be use
as a sole parameter governing the layer vibroagitation.
example, the intensity of traveling waves@14# or surface
waves@15# in vibrated beds strongly depends oninter alia
vibrational energy of the vessel. In our recent experime
@8,9# we found that for a fixed vessel acceleration, regim
with largeA ~several centimeters! and small frequencies~less
than 20 Hz! are preferable for vibroagitation and mixing o
granular materials. This means that for a fixed vessel ac
eration, increasing (A f )2 increases vibroagitation and mix
ing of granular materials.

Several experimental methods were used for study of
brated beds, including stroboscopic, high speed photogra
measurement of the bed electrical conductivity, and the c
tainer acceleration@11,3#. The first two methods were use
for examination of the layer motionvis-à-vis the PBM pre-
dictions @11#. Two other methods were used for measu
ment of the contact time@11,3# and the initial moment of
contact@11#, respectively. Both methods have clear deficie
cies. Measurement of the bed electrical conductivity is e
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cient for electrically conducting granules only. Measurem
of the container acceleration does not enable us to detec
detachment moment.

The assumptions underlying PBM may be tested by e
ploying high-speed video photography. This technique h
been applied to shallow granular beds@5#, where it was
found that the bed clears the bottom of the container m
later than the PBM predictions. Moreover, significant lay
compression and expansion occur during its contact with
vessel and free flight, respectively. This contradicts the P
assumption that the layer moves as an incompressible si
body. As a summary, one can state that no reliable quan
tive information on the layer-vessel contact time is known
far.

In the present paper we experimentally investigate
physical mechanisms underlying the vibrofluidization r
gimes with high amplitudes and low frequencies in a parti
lar case of two-dimensional~2D! granular layers. Since no
standard equipment providing controllable vibrations w
amplitudes and frequencies in the required ranges is av
able, a special vibrational stand@16# was designed and con
structed, which allows measurements of the kinematic
dynamic parameters of the granular materials.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup consists of a vibrational stand~see
Fig. 1!, which provides vertical vibrations of a vessel 2 wi
a weight of up to 25 kg with controllable frequencies a
changeable amplitudes in the respective ranges 0, f
,20 Hz, 0.5,A,5 cm. The rotational velocity of the elec
trical motor and the vibrational frequencyf are controlled by
means of a pulse transducer 4 which consists of a revolv
disk with a hole, attached to the flywheel of the drive 6, a
a stationary photocell, resting in the vicinity of the disk. Th
transducer measures the instantaneous rotational velo
with an accuracy of about 0.1%.

FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup: 1, videocamera
vessel with granular material; 3, accelerometer; 4, pulse transdu
5, measurement beam; 6, vibrostand drive.
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According to the kinematic scheme, the vibrostand os
lations were nonsinusoidal. For all results reported bel
the vessel maximal acceleration in the downward direct
was about 50% larger than the upward maximal accelerat
Further, we will characterize the vessel acceleration with
single parameterG5A(2p f )2/g.

The vessel’s time-periodic displacementxv(t), accelera-
tion av(t), and velocityvv(t) were measured. A system fo
measurement of the vessel’s kinematic parameters was b
on a low-frequency accelerometer 3. The accelerometer
nal was transferred to a computer and integrated to yield
vessel velocity and displacement. The measured kinem
parameters were used for calculation of displacement,xp ,
velocity, vp , and acceleration,ap of the layer motion as a
single plastic body. Explicitly, the following equations we
employed:

xp~ t !5xv~ t !, vp~ t !5vv~ t !,

ap~ t !5av~ t ! during contact period;

xp~ t !5xv~ td!1vv~ td!~ t2td!2g~ t2td!2/2,

vp~ t !5vv~ td!2g~ t2td!, ap52g during free flight,

where the moment of detachment,td , is the solution of equa-
tion

av~ t !52g.

Vessels~30345 cm! of several kinds were used, all mad
of steel frames with transparent glass walls. For the inve
gation of the disklike particles, the gap between the vert
transparent walls was about 1 mm larger than the disk th
ness, to allow their free two-dimensional motion with min
mal friction. Here we describe the experiments with o
large disk~with diameters 18, 27, and 36 mm! immersed into
layers composed of 6–12 ML of small identical disks~with
diameter 11 mm! made of the same material, aluminum
brass. The coefficients of restitution of these materials
less than 0.5. This value is typical for the granular mater
processed in the majority of vibrational technologies; it d
fers significantly from almost elastic materials used in
laboratory experiments, for which the wavy phenomena w
found @7,8#. The disks’ motion within the vessel was re
corded by videocamera 1.

The force exerted by the granular material on the ves
bottom was measured by a high-quality steel beam 5
tached to the bottom. The measurements were performed
ing four strain-gauges attached to the two sides of the be
which registered with high accuracy the force exerted up
the vessel bottom. The data from the transducers were tr
mitted to a computer through a data acquisition board, wh
registered the information with a frequency of 2.5 KHz.
more detailed description on the experimental measurem
system can be found in@9#.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Kinematics of the vibrated layers

The two-dimensional vessels were filled with 6–12 ML
smaller identical disks and one large disk made of the sa
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material. Each series of experiments was performed at c
stant amplitude with the large disk initially placed on th
bottom of the vessel beneath the small disks. It was fou
that in the majority of regimes the layers oscillate perio
cally, however sometimes aperiodic motion occurs~see be-
low!.

Figures 2~a!–2~e! present photographs of the character
tic vibrational regimes observed in the study. At low fr
quencies the layers remain attached to the bottom@nonde-
taching regime, Fig. 2~a!#. At higher frequencies they detac
from the bottom and prevail in a free flight during some pa
of the vibrational period@detaching regime, Fig. 2~b!#. Fur-
ther increase of the vibrational acceleration leads to dimi
tion of the time of contact with the vessel to the extent wh
allowed viewing the layer-vessel interaction as bounc
@bouncing regimes, Figs. 2~c!–2~e!#. Such bouncing is ac-
companied by the layers’ periodic expansion and contr
tion, and also distortion of their free surfaces as a resul
the transverse gravitational waves@7,8#.

One interesting peculiarity of the layer motion in the d
taching regimes is the so-called repacking phenomenon,
served in this study. Namely, for each amplitude there ex
a certain narrow acceleration range, lying within the bou
ing domain, where the particles’ intensive relative moti
terminates and they collapse into a solid block@see Fig.
3~a!#, which periodically jumps off the vessel bottom. Wit
increasing acceleration this repacking disappears, altho
this phenomenon is also observed at a higher accelera
albeit in a less pronounced manner, since the layer motio
this regime is significantly affected by the transverse wa
@see Fig. 3~b!#. The frequencies at which the particles’ r
packing had been registered are further related to the P
predictions~see below!.

The above regimes were also characterized by the mo
of the large disk immersed in the layer. In the nondetach
and detaching regimes~A andB, see Fig. 4 below! this disk
remains essentially at the vessel’s bottom, where it was
tially placed. Beginning from a certain acceleration, an
tensive relative particle motion begins, which brings t
large disk to the layer upper surface, where it continues
move without penetrating back into the layer. This is a ma
festation of the well-known ‘‘Brazil nuts’’ effect, which is
segregation of larger particles on top of vibrated layers co
posed of smaller ones. This segregation regimeC prevails
with increasing acceleration until the repacking regime
reached.

When the vibrational acceleration is further increased,
layer expands again and the transverse waves affect dram
cally the large particle’s motion. These waves make it d
deeply into the layer and move in a chaotic manner, sa
pling all possible positions within the layer with about equ
probability. That is, the effect of these waves is to elimina
the segregation, thereby providing conditions potentia
beneficial for particle mixing. This mixing regimeD prevails
in the acceleration range until the second repacking
reached.

Figure 4 depicts the layer kinematic map plotted in ter
of the vibrational amplitudeA and the dimensionless acce
erationG. One can see that the boundaries of the regimes
almost independent of the amplitude. One can thus cha
terize the basic layer regimes with respect to the large p
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FIG. 2. Photographs of vibrational regimes~amplitudeA525 mm! observed in the study: ~a! f 51 Hz, nondetaching motion;~b! f
53.8 Hz, detaching regime;~c! f 55.2 Hz, segregation regime;~d! f 58.5 Hz, mixing regime;~e! f 59.3 Hz, mixing regime.~c!–~e!
Bouncing layer motion.
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PRE 59 3235DYNAMICS OF VERTICALLY VIBRATED TWO- . . .
ticle motion in the following universal way:
A: 0,G,1.2, nondetaching regime,
B: 1.2,G,2.4, detaching regime without relativ

motion between the large disk and the layer,
C: 2.4,G,5, segregation regime~upward motion of

the large disk!,
D: 5,G,8.5, vibromixing regime~chaotic motion of

the large disk!,
E: G.8.5.
The first and the second repacking regimes prevail in n

row ranges around the respective dimensionless accelera
G55 and 8.5. We found that both characteristic ‘‘repac
ing’’ accelerations are predictable by the plastic body mod
Namely, at these accelerations the relative velocity betw

FIG. 3. Photographs of repacking phenomenon~amplitudeA
525 mm!: ~a! f 57.1 Hz, first repacking;~b! f 59.1 Hz, second
repacking.
r-
ns

-
l.
n

the body and the vessel at the moments of their contac
minimal ~see below, Fig. 6!. More recently, we have re
vealed that in a close vicinity of the first repacking, motio
of the large disk significantly differs from that prevailing i
regimesC andD. These results together with the experime
tal investigation of vibromixing are to be reported elsewhe
@17#.

In a recent study@3# the authors describe surface wave
patterns of 3D vibrated layers observed from above.
compared the acceleration ranges of the regimes that we
served on our 2D layers with the ranges ofG where different
patterns of 3D layers prevailed, as reported in@3#. Analysis
of these patterns shows that the regime yielding a pat
where the upper surface of a 3D layer consists of flat
mains separated by a discontinuity line~kink! is close the
acceleration range where the repacking regime in our
layers prevails. Furthermore, speaking in terms of accel
tion range, our 2D segregation regime corresponds to
‘‘ f /2 waves and hexagons’’; our mixing regime correspon
to ‘‘ f /4 waves and hexagons’’ observed in@3#. Our detaching
regimeB corresponds to the ‘‘flat layer’’ regime reported
@3#. The small differences in boundary values of the dime
sionless acceleration between the concomitant regimes
be attributed to the difference in the forms of the vibration
excitations. The surface wave patterns were investigate
@3# for the sinusoidal~harmonic! oscillations, while the ex-
perimental results reported here were collected for nons
metric vibrational excitations~see the preceding section!.

The surface waves occurring on top of the vertical gra
lar layers constitute the motion of two or three upper mon
layers of a whole vibrated layer and are rather independen
the layer depth and insensitive to the particle properties@3#.
The surface waves’ regime as expressed by the vibratio
acceleration range is insufficient for the full characterizat
of the layer vibrofluidization, since the latter includes bo
the layer expansion and intensive relative motion of gr
ules. Vibrofluidization is a result of the balance between
energy input from the vibrating vessel and the energy los
due to inelastic collisions. These losses, generally speak
increase with increasing particle number and inelasticity
their collisions@8#. Since the surface waves are insensitive
the energy losses, they at most serve as an indication

FIG. 4. Kinematic map of vibrofluidization regimes for vibrate
2D layers composed of 6–12 ML.A, nondetaching regime;B, de-
taching regime~no relative motion!; C, segregation regime;D,E,
mixing regimes. Triangles, circles, and crosses correspond to
and second repacking regimes and the regime of most vigo
vibromixing, respectively.
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fluidization of a thin surface part of the vibrated layer but n
the whole layer.

Fluidization of a thin surface part of the vibrated layer c
be visualized from above with a video camera. Such ob
vations do not allow visualization particles’ relative motio
in the remaining part of the layer and, in particular, the m
tion of a large particle when it ‘‘dives’’ into the layer. In
order to get such information, we observed and video
corded 2D layers from the side which enables us to track
motion of any particle within the layer. The two methods
visualization, namely from the side and from the top, a
complimentary in nature; their combination gives insig
about the overall behavior of the vibrated layer from t
bottom to the top. For example, the kink phenomenon, wh
had been registered by videorecording the upper surfac
3D layers@3#, shows that no relative particle motion occu
on the top forG55.8 ~flat domains connected by a kink!. For
the same vibrational regime, we registered by means of
videorecording no relative motion in the whole granu
layer @see Fig. 2~d!#.

Another advantage of side videorecording with respec
top videorecording is in the observation of transverse wa
@7,8#. These waves manifest themselves through bendin
the whole layer and can hardly be registered by any obs
vations from above. Our experiments revealed that there
ists a correlation between the layer bending and the inten
of the motion of the large disk within the bed, characteris
of the mixing process. In particular, the most vigorous ‘‘v
bromixing’’ has been registered in the vibrational regim
where the amplitude of the transverse wave is maxim
These regimes are marked in the map shown in Fig. 4
cross symbols. In passing, we will note that our measurem
of contact time~see below! showed that for the intensiv
vibromixing regimes the vibrated layer contacts the ves
onceper vibrational period. This contradicts the PBM pr
dictions yielding one layer contact pertwo vibrational peri-
ods.

The representation of the vibrational regimes given in F
4 is valid for sufficiently large amplitudes, as predicted
the condition that the parameterV5Av/(gh)1/2 is of order
one@8#. In the present case this condition is already fulfill
for A>5 mm for all layer heightsh tested. However, thes
regimes are to be tested for wider ranges of the layer hei
and granular properties. For small amplitudes the second
packing is very difficult to achieve, since it occurs for ve
large frequencies. According to the PBM predictions, fo
mm amplitude the second repacking occurs at abouf
;46 Hz, which is beyond the capability of our vibration
stand.

B. Force measurements

The plastic body model does not enable us to distingu
between regimesB and C. This may be done, however, o
the basis of the force measurements. Figure 5 shows the
evolution of the force exerted on the vessel bottom by
granular material. One can see that for the frequency 3
Hz, corresponding to the detaching regimeB, the vessel is
loaded during about 40% of the vibrational period in tw
portions: one is a short blow in the vicinity of the dimensio
less time momentt f ;0.4 lasting about 3.5% of the period
t
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and another is a continuous load for 0.45,t f ,0.85, where
the layer is attached to the bottom. For the frequencyf
56.01 Hz, corresponding to theC regime, the load is applied
as a single blow lasting about 20% of the period. A simi
behavior of the force was registered also in close vicinity
the frequencies corresponding to the first repacking. T
bouncing regimesC,D,E are characterized by a single blo
during each layer-bottom interaction, which justifies this t
minology.

The transition from the detaching to the bouncing regi
may also be characterized by means of the force meas
ments. Figure 6~a! shows the maximal force acting durin
one vibrational period on the vessel plotted versus the vib
tion acceleration for the amplitudeA525 mm. One can see
that this force reaches its maximal value within regionB.
This value exceeds the layer weight by more that 30 tim
for G52. This acceleration characterizes the transition fr
the detaching to the bouncing regime~see the discussion
below!. This transition occurs atG smaller than the accelera
tion of the transition to the segregation regimeC for all our
measurements~see Fig. 6!.

It is noteworthy that in the vicinity of the boundary acce
erationG52, the layer behavior repeats itself every seco
period. That is, the layer dynamics is different during ev
and odd periods. We call this phenomenon ‘‘dynamic bifu
cation.’’ This bifurcation prevails for 1.7,G,2.2. The sec-
ond dynamic bifurcation appears for higher accelerations
tween the first and second repackings. This bifurcat
phenomenon was rationalized by the kinematic PBM.

The layer motion as prescribed by the PBM~see Sec. II!
was calculated numerically for the vessel displacem
xv(t), accelerationav(t), and velocityvv(t) obtained from
the measurements of 50 consequent periods of the ve
oscillations. For each of them the period of contacttc

( i ) and
the period of free flightt f

( i ) ( i 51,2,...,50) were calculated
(tc

( i )1t f
( i )5T). It was found that in the majority of the re

gimes the layer oscillates periodically. Unlike the case of
sinusoidal law of the vessel motion@12#, we observed re-
gimes with one contact of the body per one period:tc

( i )

5tc
( i 11) , per two periods: tc

( i )5tc
( i 12) , tc

( i 11)50, and per
three periods: tc

( i )5tc
( i 13) , tc

( i 11)5tc
( i 12)50, of the vessel

oscillations. We also found nonperiodic regimes with co

FIG. 5. Time evolution of the force exerted on the vessel bott
by the granular material for several frequencies:A525 mm, 6
ML of brass disks of diameter 11 mm. Dotted, dashed-dotted,
solid curves correspond to the following frequencies:f 53.89 Hz
~regime B!, f 56.01 Hz ~regime C!, and f 56.95 Hz ~the first re-
packing regime!, respectively.
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stantly varying layer-vessel periods of contact.
Figure 6~a! shows the plot of the layer-vessel relative v

locity V, calculated on the basis of the PBM. One can
two minima ofV for G55.08 and 8.3 corresponding to th
first and second repackings, respectively. The second rep
ing is very unstable because of the transverse waves, and
hardly be registered by the force measurement. For la
accelerations, the maximal forces as measured during
~odd and even! periods are both close to the average fo
value over one period. In this range the layer behavio
characterized by intensive transverse waves.

The force measurements presented in Figs. 6~a!–6~c! are
the result of time averaging over the period of 15 s, wh
includes many vibrational periods. The maximal scatter
the measured force was registered for the regimes of

FIG. 6. Maximal force acting on the vessel’s bottom versus
vibrational dimensionless acceleration. The bed is compose
brass disks with an 11-mm diameter. Solid and dashed-dotted
correspond to measurements of odd and even periods, respect
dotted lines correspond to layer-vessel relative velocity prior to
contact~calculations using PBM!. ~a! 6 ML, vibrational amplitude
A525 mm; ~b! 10 ML, vibrational amplitudeA525 mm; ~c! 6 ML,
vibrational amplitudeA55 mm. Acceleration regionsA,B,C,D,E
correspond to the regimes marked in Fig. 4; triangles~between the
regimesC andD! correspond to the first repacking regime.
e

ck-
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dynamic bifurcation and transverse waves. This large sca
allows us to explain why the force measurements fail to r
ister the second repacking regime, observable and pre
able by the PBM. The lifetime of the second repacking
gime is of the order of several vessel oscillations. This ti
period is long enough to allow observation of repacking, b
much smaller than the averaging period. Hence, the rep
ing produces no effect on the average force values.

One can see in Fig. 6 that the first repacking regime ta
place in a relatively narrow acceleration range fromG
54.75 to 5.25. The beginning of this range may be estima
by a local minimum, and its end by a local maximum of t
force F. This range contains the accelerationG55.08, at
which, according to the PBM predictions, the layer-ves
relative velocity is minimal. Below~see Fig. 7! we estimate
the acceleration range of the first repacking regime on
basis of measurements of the contact time and show that
close to the comparable range observed in Fig. 6.

The effects of the vibrational amplitude and the lay
depth on the maximal force are depicted in Figs. 6~b! and
6~c!. Many of the conclusions which have been drawn fro
Fig. 6~a! equally apply also for the deeper layers@Fig. 6~b!#
and smaller vibrational amplitudes@Fig. 6~c!#.

We used the data measured on the forces to verify
contact time predictions made on the basis of the PBM. F
ures 7~a! and 7~b! show the dimensionless@Fig. 7~a!# and
dimensional@Fig. 7~b!# contact time between the layer an
the vessel, plotted against the vibration acceleration for

e
of
es
ely;
e

FIG. 7. Contact time between the layer~brass disks with a di-
ameter of 11 mm! and the vessel’s bottom versus the vibration
dimensionless acceleration. Dashed-dotted lines, 6 ML, vibratio
amplitudeA525 mm; solid lines, 10 ML, vibrational amplitudeA
525 mm; dotted lines, 6 ML, vibrational amplitudeA55 mm;
dashed line, predictions of PBM:~a! dimensionless,~b! dimen-
sional. Acceleration regionsA,B,C,D,Ecorrespond to the regime
marked in Fig. 4; triangles~between the regimesC and D! corre-
spond to the first repacking regime.
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amplitudes and two layer heights. The characteristic vib
tional regimes are also clearly distinguished in this figu
which, in addition, shows the contact time predicted by
PBM @Fig. 7~a!#. One can see that the PBM predictions a
close to the experimental data in the detaching regimeB and
significantly differ in the bouncing regime. The difference
most remarkable for those regimes where the model pred
one contact per two periods. In contrast to this prediction,
registered one contact per period. Moreover, for each pe
the contact time is almost the same. Such disagreemen
tween theory and experimental data is explained by the la
bending and appearance of the transverse waves@7#. For
such regimes the PBM is, apparently, inapplicable.

In the vicinity of G corresponding to the first repacking
the layers again behave in accordance with the PBM pre
tions. Beyond the repacking regime the dimensionless c
tact time of the granular layers is larger than the calcula
values. The dimensionless contact time is almost indep
dent of the layer height, but depends on the vibrational a
plitude.

For 5 mm amplitude, the transverse waves appear in
bouncing regime for lower accelerations than those re
tered forA525 mm. As a result, the contact timetc for the 5
mm amplitude regime is significantly larger than for the
mm regime. In the acceleration range aboveG57.8, where
the motion of all layers is affected by the transverse wav
the dimensionless contact times for both amplitudes are c
to each other, albeit both exceed significantly the PBM p
diction, which clearly does not account for these waves.
the transverse waves appearing in regimesD andE, the prod-
uct tcf is almost independent of the layer height and
vibrational amplitude, but grows linearly withG in the range
7.8,G,18, where it takes the values 0.2,tc,0.3 ~in Fig. 7
we present only a part of our measurements!.

Figure 7~b! shows the contact time between the layer a
the vessel, plotted against the vibration acceleration for
amplitudes and two layer heights. One can see that after
first repacking regime the contact time again varies linea
with G with the linearity coefficient being practically inde
pendent of the vibrational amplitude. In regimeC, the con-
tact times for both amplitudes are close to 0.03 s, wh
exceeds significantly the PBM prediction.

C. Work performed on vibrated granular layers

Figure 8 shows the dimensionless workw5W/2pAmg

FIG. 8. Work performed on the granular layer during one per
vs vibrational acceleration~brass disks of diameter 11 mm!. For the
lines’ descriptions, see the caption for Fig. 7.
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performed on the granular layers during one period. Many
the conclusions which have already been drawn from Fig
and 7 equally apply also to this plot. In particular, the wo
seems to be independent of the vibration amplitude and
layer height in the acceleration range prior to the beginn
of the first repacking. This work is larger for the bouncin
regimes than for the detaching or repacking regimes. In
bouncing regimes the dimensionless work slightly decrea
with G, and it is almost independent of the layer height,
least in the range of heights investigated~see the two curves
in Fig. 8 obtained for 25 mm amplitude and heights of 6 a
10 ML!. In the vicinity of the repacking regime with 25 mm
amplitude, a lower work is measured than that registered
5 mm amplitude. This may be rationalized by noting that
the latter amplitude the repacking regime is difficult
achieve, since it is easily broken by the transverse wa
Accordingly, the work performed to sustain the layer in t
fluidized state is larger for the 5 mm regime than for the
mm regime~see Fig. 8!, where the repacking is stable.

The maximal work performed during one period may
approximated by a constant value of about 5.5Amg. So, the
larger the vessels’ vibration amplitude, the larger work
the granular layer it performs during one period.

IV. DISCUSSION

The results presented in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b! demonstrate
that the PBM gives a satisfactory description of the kin
matic layer motion for nondetaching, detaching, and repa
ing regimes. This may be explained on the basis of
theory of vibrofluidization of granular materials by vertic
vibrations@8#. It was shown that for efficient fluidization it is
necessary toincreasethe relative layer-vessel velocity and
hence, the maximal vibrational velocityAv. On the other
hand, the inverse statement is also valid: smaller rela
velocity corresponds to lower layer porosity~solid body be-
havior!.

According to the PBM, the layer’s~solid body! motion is
characterized by instantaneous changes of the layer velo
at the moments of contact with the vessel bottom. In ad
tion, the model assumes no bouncing after impacts. In f
we registeredseveralfast impacts of granular layers with th
vessel during one period, which are manifested as peak
the force for detaching and repacking regimes~see Fig. 5!.
These multiple impacts may be explained on the basis o
more general model of the motion of a solid body with
nonzero coefficient of restitutione @12#. In reality, the effec-
tive value ofe of the whole granular layers depends on t
vibrational regime, layer height, collisional particle prope
ties, etc. These dependencies are usually determined form
experimental data@12#. However, the contact period, whic
in the case of several impacts is the sum of all impact tim
usually depends only slightly on these data. This justifies
use of the PBM for the modeling of kinematic parameters
the vibrated layers.

More elaborate models of the layer-vessel interactio
take into account the time of propagation of disturban
across the layers. It is commonly believed that the spee
sound propagation in granular systems depends on the l
depth@18#. Since the most significant spatial variations of t
layer density and granular temperature are mainly in the v

d
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tical direction, measurement of the speed of sound in
direction yields only averaged values. On the other ha
disturbances propagating in the horizontal planes p
through more homogeneous particle arrangements. He
measurements of the speed of sound in the horizontal d
tion may be better characterized. In particular, for a granu
material consisting of 5 mm glass beads, such measurem
yield the speed of a single pulse propagation, about 280
@18#; and the group velocity, about 57 m/s@19#. This speed
was also measured for small disturbances@19#, where it was
found to be very sensitive to the layer structural chang
Below we compare this group velocity with the propagati
speed of the compression waves@11# in vibrated granular
beds.

Estimations of the average value of this velocity may
done on the basis of our experimental data of the force e
lution ~see Fig. 5!. The first peak in the curve occurring a
f 53.89 Hz may be attributed to propagation of compressi
expansion waves in the granular system. Hence, these w
propagate to a distance of the order of two layer heights~up
and down!, i.e., about 0.13 m over about 0.009 s. The ratio
these values, i.e., 15 m/s, gives a rough estimation of
average speed of the wave propagation,vav. Similar calcu-
lations for other experimental data~not presented here! show
that vav varies within the range of 12–20 m/s depending
the layer height and vibrational parameters. Conseque
vav is several times slower than the group velocity in gran
lar materials obtained in@19#.

The reason for the above discrepancy is that in our s
tems the layer density is lower due to vibrofluidization. Th
may be illustrated by the following formula@20#:

Vs5
U

12r0 /rm
, ~1!

which allows calculation of the speedVs of the shock wave
caused by a piston moving with velocityU into a granular
gas of initial ~undisturbed! densityr0 , andrm is the maxi-
mum density. Use of this formula in the circumstances
vibrated granular layers is difficult since the ‘‘initial’’ den
sity r0 ~i.e., the one prevailing prior to the layer contact wi
the vessel! depends on the vibrational regime. In the pres
experiments the differenceD512r0 /rm was of order 0.1.
Taking this value as a fair estimate of the layer density a
identifying U in Eq. ~1! as the piston’s maximal velocity, on
obtains thatVs;10Av. Noting that in the wave propagatin
regimeAv is of order 1–2 m/s, one can see that the abo
expression givesVs;10– 20 m/s, which is of the same ord
of magnitude as the estimates made on the basis of Fig

On the other hand, one can use the expression for
averageshock wave speed predicted by the semiempir
theory of vibrofluidization of a granular layer of heighth @8#:

Vs5
2

k~H !

gh

Av
, ~2!

whereink is a coefficient calculated in@8# and dependent on
the parameter

H51.02~12e2!h/s.
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This expression is free of the ambiguity characteristic of f
mula ~1!, since it does not contain unknown parameters.
deed using e;0.3 as for brass particles andh/s
56 – 10 ML, one obtainsH;5.5– 10. Using this value and
calculations performed in@8#, one obtains thatk;0.1, which
yields the shock wave velocityVs;6 – 20 m/s. This is con-
sistent with both of the above estimates, i.e., those base
formula ~1! and on the experimental data in Fig. 5.

The time of vessel-layer interactiontcont depends in a
complicated manner on several parameters, in particula
the relative layer-vessel velocity prior to the contact. T
average speed of the wave propagationvav may be used to
estimatetcont, as the time during which the compressio
expansion waves travel, respectively, up and down the la
height: tav;2h/vav. The PBM predicts the dimensionles
time of contacttPBM varying from 0 to 1@see Fig. 7~a!#. It
might be expected that this model is valid as long astPBM is
larger thattav. One can see in Fig. 7~a! that tPBM signifi-
cantly underestimates the measured contact timetcont begin-
ning from aboutG52.5, where they both close to 0.03
This may be compared with the estimations made on
basis of the shock wave speed, which yieldtav;0.01 s. This
points out that the wave propagation model gives the ri
order of magnitude oftcont in the bouncing vibrofluidized
regimes.

The breakdown of the PBM is due to the layer fluidiz
tion, i.e., increasing layer porosity. Our videorecordin
show that in the bouncing regime the granules separate f
each other during the free-flight period. They do not fu
collapse onto the vessel bottom during the contact per
The layer bouncing occurs over a relatively long perio
which depends on the layer density prior to meeting with
vessel. The layer densityr in the bouncing regime differs
insignificantly from the maximal repacking densityrm and
such deviations can hardly be measured with sufficient ac
racy. However, it is well known from the simple dense flui
theory @21# that small changes ofr lead to significant
changes of the pressure, since the latter is inversely pro
tional to D512r/rm . For a dense system of rigid particle
it is easier to measure forces than densities. That is why h
we use force measurements rather than density meas
ments in order to characterize the vibrational regimes.

In the bouncing regime, the maximal forceFmax and the
contact periodtcont are correlated. Indeed, for a layer whic
periodically experiences a vertical forceF(t) applied by the
vibrating vessel, one obtains

E
0

T

F~ t !dt5mgT, ~3!

wherem is the layer mass,T is the oscillation period, andg
is the gravitational acceleration. The integral on the left-ha
side of Eq.~3! may be evaluated in the following form:

E
0

T

F~ t !dt5kFmaxtcont, ~4!

where the coefficientk depends on the specific form of th
function F(t). For example, for the rectangular force dist
bution form one hask51; for the parabolic distribution
form, k5 2

3 ; for the triangular distribution form,k5 1
2 ; and
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for the normal distribution form,k50.414. The latter value
is obtained under the constraint that 99% of the value of
integral is provided by the force integration overtcont. Co-
efficientk may be calculated on the basis of our experimen
data. Towards this goal Eqs.~3! and ~4! combine to give

k5S Fmax

mg

tcont

T D 21

, ~5!

which implies thatk is inversely proportional to the norma
ized maximal force and time of contact. Using the data
the maximal force from Fig. 6 and for the dimensionle
contact time from Fig. 7~a!, one can calculatek from relation
~5!. The results of such calculations together with the a
lytical solutions for the model force distributions are pr
sented in Fig. 9. One can see that for small vibrational a
plitudeA55 mm, k increases monotonically with increasin
vibrational acceleration. For large amplitudeA525 mm, k
depends onG in a similar manner, except for a small acce
eration region within the first repacking regime, wherek rap-
idly decreases withG. Coefficientk decreases with increas
ing layer height and/or vibrational amplitude~for a fixed
vibrational acceleration!.

Now we discuss the energy aspects of the vibrofluidiz
granular beds. Using integral estimations, one can exp
the work W performed by the vessel on the granular lay
during one period in the form

W5E
0

T

v~ t !F~ t !dt5 ṽE
0

T

F~ t !dt5 ṽmgT, ~6a!

wherev(t) is the vessel velocity andṽ is the vessel velocity
at a certain moment during the contact period. One can w
ṽ in the following form:

ṽ5kwA2p/T, ~6b!

where the coefficientkw<1. Relations~6! allow us to ex-
press the dimensionless work in the form

w5
W

2pAmg
5kw , ~7a!

FIG. 9. Form parameterk characterizing the force evolutio
versus the acceleration~brass disks with diameter of 11 mm!. Hori-
zontal dashed lines: 1, parabolic form distribution; 2, triangu
form distribution; 3, normal form distribution. For the lines’ de
scriptions, see the caption for Fig. 7.
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According to Eq.~7a!, the dimensionless work is smalle
than 1. Since we consider periodic motion of the granules
this work is lost~converted to heat! during one period. Co-
efficientkw characterizes the energy losses within the gra
lar layers during one period. When such losses are absenkw
is equal to zero. The larger this coefficient, the larger
energy losses.

On the other hand, the layer cannot lose more energy
it gets from the vibrating vessel. For the sake of comparis
between different vibrational regimes we introduce the eff
tive power of the vibrated vessel,N5W/T. Formula ~7a!
may be rewritten in terms ofN as

N

mgVmax
5kw , ~7b!

whereVmax52pA/T is the maximal vibrational velocity. Ac-
cording to Eq.~7b! the power is proportional to the maxima
vibrational velocity. The larger this velocity, the larger th
power transferred to the granular layer and, hence, the b
vibrofluidization may be achieved. This conclusion agre
with our earlier results@8# and the experimental finding o
@14,15#.

McNamara and Luding@22# studied equilibrium states o
the vibrated granular layers. In particular, they used sca
~7b! for the energy input by a vibrating floor. They suggest
that the coefficientkw depends only on the ratioU/Vmax,
whereU is proportional to the square of the average ene
of chaotic granular motion. We did not measure this ener
but our observations show that it is smaller for the repack
regime than that for the vibromixing regime. On the oth
hand, our measurements ofkw imply that kw is smaller for
the repacking regime than that for the vibromixing regim
These observations and measurements give support to
scaling suggested in@22#. One should note, however, tha
this scaling is not universal, since it ignores the effect
parameterG, governing the transition between the vibration
regimes.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We found new and interesting phenomena in the beha
of vibrated 2D layers of granular materials. These are
packing regimes~no relative motion of granules under actio
of intensive vibration! and ‘‘vibromixing’’ regimes~chaotic
motion of a single large particle!. These and other vibrationa
regimes, namely the nondetaching regime and the segr
tion regime~upward motion of the large disk!, are indicated
in the map plotted in terms of vibrational amplitude a
acceleration. These regimes, expressed in terms of the
mensionless acceleration, may also be characterized by
wave patterns which were observed on the upper surface
3D layers@3#.

We found that repacking and detaching regimes are p
dictable by the plastic body model. These regimes w
shown to correlate with the minima of the work produced
the vibrated vessel. On the other hand, regimes of inten
vibrofluidization ~segregation and ‘‘vibromixing’’ regimes!
were found to correlate with the minimum of the load e
erted upon the vessel by the granular material and a max
value of the work per unit of time~power!. The latter value is

r
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found to be proportional to the maximal vibrational veloc
with a coefficient only slightly dependent on the layer heig
vibrational amplitude, and acceleration.

Time of contacttcont between the layer and vessel w
measured for all investigated regimes. This time was fou
to be underestimated by the analysis for the bouncing
gimes performed using the plastic body model. This discr
ancy between the experimental data and PBM prediction
due to compression-expansion wave propagation within
brated granular layers. The speed propagation of these w
was estimated and shown to be several times smaller tha
speed of sound waves in sand, reported in the literature

The vibromixing regimes were observed for materi
with collisional properties close to those of real granular m
terials. These regimes are beneficial for the design of te
nological equipment for vibromixing, characterized by t
minimum load and, hence, lower capital costs, operating
y
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penses, and a longer lifetime. These regimes need fur
experimental and theoretical investigations.
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